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regarded alone would be inequitable." *
§ 4. So much being understood, we may conveniently begin
our discussion by assuming that all the sacrifice due to taxa-
tion is direct immediate sacrifice to the taxpayers concerned,
and that there are no indirect sacrifices arising in the future
to be taken into account^ This assumption being held in
mind for later reference, we may note that Mill, in his dis-
cussion of tax distribution, fell, or at least gave the appearance
of falling, into a serious error. He wrote : " Whatever sacri-
fices it (a government) requires from them (classes of persons)
should be tiiade to bear as nearly as possible with the same
pressure upon all; which, it must be observed, is the mode by
which least sacrifice is occasioned to the whole ".* It is possible
that in this passage Mill was taking into account something
more than distributional consequences ; though I do not think
that this is so. In any event, whatever interpretation we
may give to his pronouncement, the truth is that, when distri-
butional aspects are alone in question, least aggregate sacrifice
will not be promoted by a system inflicting equal sacrifice all
round* This is very easily seen. For, if the abstraction of
£1000 from an income of f lOjOOO inflicts the same sacrifice
as the abstraction of £100 from an income of £1000, then the
abstraction of £1100 from a £10,000 income must inflict less
aggregate sacrifice than the abstraction of £1000 from that
income plus the abstraction of £100 from the £1000 income
In order to secure least aggregate sacrifice taxes should be
so distributed that the marginal utility olf the money paid
in taxation is equal to all the payers^ If the utility of the
last penny paid by A were less than that of the last paid by
B, a reduction of sacrifice could be secured by transferring
a part of B's assessment to the shoulders of A. Thus tho
distribution of taxation required to conform to the principle
of least aggregate sacrifice is that which makes the marginal
— not the total — sacrifices borne by all the members of the
community equal.
§5. If we push further towards the concrete, it appears
that a system of equimarginal sacrifice fully carried out
would involve lopping off the tops of all incomes above the
minimum income and leaving everybody, after taxation, with
1 Marshall, Memorandum on Imperial and Local Taxes [C.—0528], p. 133.
* Political Economy, Book v, ch. ii, § 2, par. 1.    The italics aro mine,

